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Fast Depth of Field Rendering

Gathering approaches [RTI03] are very fast, but suffer from from incorrect
blending:
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Reducing leakage [RTI03, ZCP07] and separating near-field and far-field [Dem04,
Ngu07] has been tackled in previous work. Our method further provides for
blending using correct fragment order by employing recent advances in particle
splatting.

Blending vs Filtering

With a simple bilateral filter it
is possible to distinguish near-
and far-field, but the order of
fragments accumulated in either
of those segments is determined
by the filter implementation, not
their relative distance to the ob-
server.
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correct alpha blend

This can lead to noticeably different results as the following example from the
balcony scene (right) shows.
Approaches that use blending are typically scattering approaches that splat the
blurred (enlarged, semi-transparent) fragments [PC81, KZB03]. However, this
requires that a global sorting of all the rendered fragments along z is established,
which is a costly operation.

Efficient Particle Rendering

We rely on tiled particle accumulation as described by Thomas [Tho14], an
extension of Forward+ [HMY12].
In this approach particles are splatted to a tiled screen buffer which is sorted in
parallel and then traversed for each pixel to accumulate the particles in proper
z-order.

Tiled Depth of Field Splatting

We also keep tile-lists (image below, left) which we seed with the n × n

fragments present in the framebuffer area overlapping each tile (image below,
center). This is a simple operation where each fragment has a predetermined
storage location. We then compute the circle of confusion for each fragment
and enter it in the lists of all neighboring tiles that it overlaps (image below,
right). These lists can then be accumulated very fast.
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Implementation Details

– Tile size of 16× 16, avg. list length 1100 elements
– Use of atomics to enter data in adjacent tiles is very fast
– Tile-parallel radix sort using CUB
– Tight 16-byte format (16bit colors and positions, 32bit CoC)
– Accumulation: all threads in a warp traverse the same tile list
Chunks of the tile-buffer are loaded to shared memory
→ coherent loads, coherent traversal

Fragment Merging

Before fragment distribution it is possible to merge spatially close fragments
to reduce sorting and accumulation load. Merging 2 × 2 fragments does not
noticeably change image quality, while merging 4× 4 fragments produces minor
errors. However, with this more aggressive setting our method is as fast as filter
based approaches.
The following table shows the influence of fragment merging on list length and
performance:

Merge — 2× 2 4× 4 Gathering
Average list length 1160 entries 384 entries 199 entries —
Build lists 1.35 ms 1.07 ms 1.08 ms —
Sort lists 7.28 ms 4.71 ms 4.04 ms —
Apply blur 14.36 ms 5.85 ms 2.95 ms 8.15 ms
Sum 22.99 ms 11.63 ms 8.07 ms 8.15 ms

The following comparison shows that our method supports the same feature-set
as gathering approaches (nice far field blur) but also that out-of-focus fragments
are accumulated correctly. In the left image the railing is incorrectly averaged
with the windows behind it (both are in the far-field), whereas in the right
image the railing is clearly in front of the windows.
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Future Work

An interesting direction for future work will be to incorporate multi-layer input
data to provide a variant of the point-based DOF by Křivánek [KZB03]. This
would enable us to have both correct blending and partial occlusion such as with
Selgrad et al. [SRP∗15], but not suffer from artifacts due to mip-mapped list
structures.
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